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FLASHY AMERICAN 

Tough, consistent and classy, Flashy American is a graded stakes winner and grade one 

performer with earnings of almost $780,000. She is offered carrying her second foal, a son or 

daughter of Tapit. 

Winning or placing in stakes at seven different racetracks, Flashy American gained a graded 

stakes victory in the Sixty Sails Handicap (gr. III), a race in which she ran a 108 BRIS Speed 

Figure. She also captured the Alada Stakes at Saratoga, with a 105 BRIS Speed Figure; the 

Locust Grove Stakes at Churchill Downs; and the Iowa Distaff Stakes, which she took by 5½ 

lengths with a 103 BRIS Speed Figure. 

Flashy American also captured second in five stakes events, including the Fleur de Lis 

Handicap (gr. II), the Shuvee Handicap Handicap (gr. III) and the Bayakoa Stakes (gr. III), in 

which she missed by just a neck length. She also took third to Belle Gallantey and Princess of 

Sylmar in the Delaware Handicap (gr. I), defeating grade one winner Molly Morgan and 

graded stakes winners Gamay Noir and Bryan’s Jewel, and third in the Falls City Handicap 

(gr. II). 

Flashy American is by Holy Bull’s grade one winning son Flashy Bull. Her dam, Inn Between, 

is a four-time stakes placed daughter of Quiet American, and is half-sister to Klohho, the 

dam of I’m Already Sexy, winner of the Pucker Up Stakes (gr. III), Modesty Handicap (gr. III), 

Eatontown Stakes (gr .III) and three other black-type events. It is interesting note that Flashy 

American and I’m Already Sexy mark two consecutive generations where this family has 

produced the highest earner for a sire. Flashy American’s second dam, stakes placed Dintel, 

is out of a half-sister to the dams of multiple graded stakes winner Nice Pirate and group 

winning and classic placed Secret Man. 

Flashy American is carrying her second foal, a son or daughter of Tapit. A record-breaking 

Leading Sire in 2015 and 2016, Tapit once again leads the Sire’s table in 2016. To date, Tapit 

has sired 85 stakes winners, 53 of them graded, and 19 grade one. This includes Champion 

Two-Year-Olds Hansen and Stardom Bound, Champion Three-Year-Old Filly Untapable, 

classic winners Tonalist and Creator, and other such stars as Frosted, Zazu, Constitution, Ring 

Weekend, Joyful Victory and Tapizar. 
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This mating, which is TrueNicks rated A++, gives inbreeding to Fappiano, something that has 

already appeared in four of Tapit’s graded stakes winners, including the grade one scorers 

Ring Weekend and Sweet Loretta. The Tapit – Flashy American cross also gives an extremely 

strong background of the breed-shaping strains developed by Tartan Farms and the Genter 

family. Flashy American is linebred to these strains through Dr. Fager and through Holy Bull’s 

sire, Great Above, also from a male-line that makes her an effective outcross for a 

remarkably wide range of commercial sires. 

 

 

 

 

 


